
The pace of current market activity strongly supports
that TD20 will be sitting in the mid-60s next week.
Nevertheless, there is a bit more hope for activity
picking up come September, as VLCC cargoes off these
dates, though trending behind the natural window,
have met stern resistance.

Baltic/Continent regions have been a bit luckier with
fixing levels, with higher numbers owing mainly to
fewer vessels about, with most of the fuel on offer
being snagged by TC and prog tonnage. Meanwhile the
USD 2.4 Mn on Rotterdam/Singapore leaves little scope
for traders to put together further parcels. We thus
expect this enquiry to diminish, which will undoubtedly
be taking WAFR sentiment down with it.

TD6 saw quite the plummet as owners in the
Mediterranean turned partial to westbound cargoes.
This comes as no surprise, as the amount of eastbound
movements indicate an expected pile up in the east in a
few weeks.

Aframaxes, meanwhile haven’t had the easiest week in
the Baltic and North Sea, and even though we’re quite
confident there’s no way but up from here, when
exactly that might be remains to be seen.

Black Sea and Mediterranean markets, meanwhile,
have had a bit more luck! The flourishing midweek
action nicely supported rates bouncing back from WS
90 into three figure rates. Although things have died
down a bit as the weekend approaches, we are eyeing a
nice, healthy window of Black Sea fixing rates that
could move things up a bit early next week.

After a busy last week for Panamaxes, action has
dropped off, but levels have managed to just cling on.
Even a slight downturn shouldn’t necessarily undo the
gains made from the first decade push.

With a thrilling rally of VLCC action last week, it was
definitely a tough act to follow. This week’s markets
could be considered sluggish at best, with charterers
holding back on rates considerably. The AG and WAFR
dropped by 3 and 5 points respectively. In the
upcoming week the AG market is looking at another
nine cargoes, and with plenty of tonnage supply, next
week could be considered soft and quiet. In terms of
WAFR markets, only the first decade has really been
covered, so we are expecting a steady incoming
volume, which should help steady things out for
owners’ benefit.
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### Route Qnt USD / Day Δ W-O-W

TD1 ME Gulf / US Gulf 280,000 -10,268 ↑Firmer

TD3C  ME Gulf / China 270,000 14,005 ↑Firmer

TD6  Black Sea / Med 135,000 9,759 ↓Softer

TD8  Kuwait / Sing. 80,000 3,780 ↑Firmer

TD9  Caribs / US Gulf 70,000 5,988 ↑Firmer

TD14  Asia / Australia 70,000 8,302 ↑Firmer

TD17  Baltic / UKC 100,000 1,068 ↓Softer

TD20  WAF / Cont 130,000 4,954 ↓Softer

Route Qnt USD / WS Δ W-O-W

TC1 ME Gulf / Japan 75,000 6,552 ↓Softer

TC2  Cont / UAC 37,000 734 ↑Firmer

TC5 ME Gulf / Japan 55,000 3,554 ↓Softer

TC6 Algeria / EU Med 30,000 WS 120.63 ↑Firmer

TC7 Sing. / ECA 30,000 10,624 ↓Softer

TC8 ME Gulf / UKC 65,000 WS 22.075 ↑Firmer

TC9 Baltic / UKC 22,000 WS 125 ↑Firmer
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The information contained within this report is given in good faith
based on the current market situation at the time of preparing this
report and as such is specific to that point only. While all reasonable
care has been taken in the preparation and collation of information
in this report Affinity (Shipping) LLP (and all associated and affiliated
companies) does not accept any liability whatsoever for any errors of
fact or opinion based on such facts.

Some industry information relating to the shipping industry can be
difficult to find or establish. Some data may not be available and may
need to be estimated or assessed and where such data may be
limited or unavailable subjective assessment may have to be used.

No market analysis can guarantee accuracy. The usual fundamentals
may not always govern the markets, for example, psychology,
market cycles and external events (such as acts of god or
developments in future technologies) could cause markets to depart
from their natural/usual course. Such external events have not been

considered as part of this analysis. Historical market behaviour does
not predict future market behaviour and shipping is an inherently
high risk business. You, should therefore, consider a variety of
information and potential outcomes when making decisions based
on the information contained in this report.

All information provided by Affinity (Shipping) LLP is without any
guarantee whatsoever. Affinity (Shipping) LLP or any of its
subsidiaries or affiliates will not be liable for any consequences
thereof.

This report is intended solely for the information of the email
recipient account and must not be passed or divulged to any third
parties whatsoever without the written permission of Affinity
(Shipping) LLP. Affinity (Shipping) LLP accepts no liability to any third
parties whatsoever. If permission is granted, you must disclose the
full report including all disclaimers, and not selected excerpts which
may be taken out of context.


